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MOOSE/moose.pdf
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Brief background, references to the most pertinent papers
are generally enough to inform the readers, and the relevant findings of others may be described. The specific
questions evaluated by the authors’ particular investigation
should also be included.
(2) Materials and Methods
This should be organized as follows: research plan, selection of participants, methods, and lastly, statistical
analysis. To maintain the anonymity of participants, the
names of research facilities should not be revealed.
Explanation of the experimental methods should be concise
and sufficient for repetition by other qualified investigators.
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Title page should include (1) title of the article, (2) full names

not be described in detail. However, new or significant
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modifications of previously published procedures require
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full descriptions. The sources of special chemicals or prep-
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of company, city and state, and country). With all inves-
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ent the name and place of the clinical trial ethics committee
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3) Abstract and Keywords
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An abstract of NO MORE THAN 250 words must be organized

the name or identification numbers of the patients involved.

and

headings:

With animal investigations, the authors must also provide

Objectives, Methods, Results, and Conclusions. Each sub-

formatted
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a statement that the animals were treated according to

title is bolded and differentiated with a colon (:). The subtitles

the guidelines of the national research committee. If rele-

do not change the lines at the end of their content.

vant, information on the IRB approval and informed consent
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should be included. The methods for statistical analyses

The text is to be divided into five sections with the following

and the criteria applied for significance levels should be

headings: Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results,

described. The name of the program used to compute

and Discussion. Define abbreviations at the first mentioned

the data must be provided as well. In Case Reports, case

text and for each table and figure. If a brand name is cited,

history or case description replace the Materials and

supply the manufacturer’s name and address (city and
state/country). The maximum manuscript length is 3,500 words

Methods section as well as the Results section.
(3) Results

in English and 10,000 words in Korean (excluding the title

This part should be presented logically using text, tables

page and abstract). The number of total references is limited

and illustrations. Excessive repetition of table or figure con-

to 30 for all types of manuscripts except for Case Reports
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summarized.

observations
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be
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(4) Discussion

after experience. Ear Hear 2015;36:e23-34.

The data should be interpreted concisely without repeating

• References to entire book: name and initials of all au-

materials already presented in the Results section.

thors(.) title of the book(.) edition(.) place(:) publisher(;)

Speculation is permitted, but it must be supported by the

year(.) (p.)first page(-) last page(.)

data presented and be well founded. The summary and

Ex) Leigh RJ, Zee DS. The neurology of eye movements.

conclusion must be brief and written in the context of the

2nd ed. New York: Oxford Univ Press; 1991.

research purpose.

p.90-100.

(5) Acknowledgments

• References to book chapter: name and initials of all

All persons who have made substantial contributions, but

authors(.) title of the chapter(.) (In:) editor of the book

who are not eligible as authors are named in the acknowl-

(, editor.) title of the book(.) edition(.) place(:) publisher(;)

edgments section.
(6) References
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neck surgery. 3rd ed. St Louis: Mosby Year Book;
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1998. p.3186-99.
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• References to unpublished sources: To cite un-
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ence proceedings, unpublished dissertations, any
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media. In: Lim DJ, Bluestone CD, Klein JO, Nelson
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media. Proceedings of the 5th International
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of article[type of degree](.) place(:) academy(;)
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year(.)

Ex) Pavelic ZP, Portugal LG, Goote MJ, Stambrook

Ex) Kaplan SJ. Post-hospital home health care: the

PJ, Smith C, Mugge RE. Retrieval of p53 protein

elderly’s access and utilization [dissertation]. St.

in paraffin-embedded head and neck tumor

Louis (MO): Washington Univ.;1995.
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122:3425-30.
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3) References to In press: name and initials of all authors(.) title of article(.) journal name(.) In press year(.)
Or name and initials of all authors(.) title of article(.)
journal name( ) date of Publication(.) http://dx.do-

JJ, Lakin CE, et al. Pitch adaptation patterns in

i.org/doi number.

bimodal cochlear implant users: over time and

Ex) Choi HS, Park KJ, Hwang SC, Park HI, Kim YS,

Park KH. The role of peroxiredixin III in the ototoxic

ignated with a single Arabic numeral, each picture must

drug-induced mitochondrial apoptosis of coch-
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lear hair cells. Acta Otolaryngol. In press 2007.
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• References to electronic materials
1) Journal article in electronic format
Ex) Morse SS. Factors in the emergence of infectious
diseases, Emerg Infect Dis [serial online] 1995

must be covered, and the individual’s information must
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that all images or drawings submitted will not be returned.
(9) Size of a figure files
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htm.
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2) Monograph in electronic format
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Ex) CDI, clinical dermatology illustrated (monograph

are not too small. Pixels from Photoshop can be used

on CD-ROM). Reeves JRT, Maibach H. CMEA

to estimate the actual image size. Digital art needs to be

Multimedia Group, producers. 2nd version 2.0.

submitted as TIFF, EPS, or PPT files during the review

San Diego: CMEA;1995.

process. However, TIF files must be submitted once the

(7) Table

publication has been approved. Color images must be

Tables must be cited in the order in which they appear

submitted as CMYK files, but half tone pictures (CT or

in the text using Arabic numerals and the word processing

MRI) must be converted to grayscale mode. Electronic

program should be used to create the tables. Do not

photographs (radiographs, CT/MRI scans, and scanned

use Excel or comparable spreadsheet programs. Provide

images) must have a resolution of at least 300 dpi. Line

the tables together with the manuscript in a DOC file. Cite

art must have a resolution of at least 800 dpi.

tables consecutively in the text, and number them in that

(10) Figure Legend

order. Place each on a separate sheet, and include the

Legends must be submitted for all figures. Figure legends

table title, appropriate column headings, and explanatory

should appear within the document in a separate section

legends (including definitions of any abbreviations used).

after the tables. Figures must be cited in the order they

Do not embed tables within the body of the manuscript.

appear in the text using Arabic numerals. Figure titles

For footnotes (symbol), use the alphabet in sequence as

should be in the form of paragraphs or phrases with a

a) b) c)
following: , , . All units of measurement and concen-

capital letter at the beginning. Articles, such as ‘the’ and

tration should be designated. If you use data from another

‘a’ should not be present. If detailed explanation is neces-

published or unpublished source, obtain permission and

sary, the explanation must be in complete sentences so

acknowledge them fully. Stating the names of participants

that readers can understand the meaning without looking

should be avoided and names should be replaced with

through the original paper. Microscopic pictures should

Arabic numerals.

contain a scale bar within the picture or the magnifying

(8) Figure

power used for the microscope should be stated. The

Images can be in black-and-white or in color, depending

illustrations of pathological tissue should state clearly the

on the author’s preference. However, the images must

type of stain (ex: H&E, ×100), and the main contents

have adequate resolution for printed materials, and if not,

should be marked by signs or arrows on the picture.

the committee may ask the author to provide more suitable

(11) Review Articles

pictures. If a black-and-white picture does not provide

There is no limit of the number of references, but list the

sufficient information, the editorial committee has the right

references only cited in the text.

to request a colored picture and the authors must make
the necessary corrections. If several pictures are des-

(12) Case Report
Submissions should have up to five A4 pages and include

an introduction and discussion. The maximum length for
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